Markers & Brushes
Use Staedtler, Expo or Pentel brand markers for writing and a standard three-color chalkboard brush for erasing.

Low odor markers do not perform as well as solvent-based markers. The water in low odor markers takes longer to dry and the ink clings more aggressively to the surface, leaving behind a film. If solvent-based dry erase marker odor is a problem, Expo makes scented markers that perform as well as standard solvent-based markers.

Cleaning the Acrylic Screen
Some types and colors of markers are more difficult to erase than others. To remove residue on the screen, wipe the screen with a soft cotton cloth using a mixture of hot water and mild soap. If certain marks are still visible, Varsol may be used. Dry the screen using a clean soft cloth.

Erasing Permanent Marker
A quick and easy way to remove permanent marker from the screen's surface is to write over the top of the permanent marker writing with a dry erase marker and simply erase. You may also moisten a clean dry cloth with isopropyl alcohol and wipe the screen in a circular motion to loosen marker residue. Rinse with clean water and dry with a clean cloth. Repeat as required to remove all residue.

Screen Frame
It is recommended that frames be kept dry from water, rain, ice, snow and salt. To clean frames use warm water and a mild soap, then dry thoroughly. To remove markings, please see above.